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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system for presenting information at a traffic area, the 
traffic area having visually-identi?able curbing, the system 
including a traffic area, curbing at the traffic area, the curbing 
comprising visually-identi?able curbing, information pre 
sentation means in the curbing, the information presentation 
means visually viewable by an occupant of a vehicle adja 
cent the curbing, the information presentation means includ 
ing at least one display apparatus in the curbing for present 
ing information to a person at the traffic area, and the at least 
one display apparatus is a projection apparatus. 
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TRAFFIC AREA INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This is a continuation-in-part of US. application 
Ser. No. 10/090,457 ?led Mar. 4, 2002, US. Pat. No. 
6,914,540 issued Jul. 5, 2005, from Which the present 
invention claims priority under the Patent LaWs and Which 
is co-oWned With the present invention, said application and 
said patent incorporated fully herein for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] This invention is directed to signage systems in or 
on pavement, concrete, ?ooring, and the like and such 
systems for pedestrian WalkWays and for traf?c areas and 
parking areas, eg garages and parking lots; to methods for 
providing advertising in parking areas near such areas; and, 
in certain particular aspects, to such systems Which are 
interactive. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] There are a variety of prior art devices, systems, 
and methods for marking ?ooring and the pavement of 
pedestrian WalkWays, roadWays, sideWalks, garages, and 
parking lots (“pavement etc.”). It is knoWn to provide 
marking With a series of plain straight White or yelloW lines 
With marking tape, marking material or paint. Re?ective 
tape, re?ectors, lights, upstanding-objects, and embedded 
plastic or glass objects are used as markers, eg to indicate 
lanes, runWays, spaces, and turn directions. Numbered 
spaces With numbers on pavement are common in parking 
lots and parking garages. Also, pavement signage is used to 
mark special and reserved spaces as Well as “no parking” 
spaces. The prior art also discloses bricks embedded in 
pavement bearing vieWable indicia and advertising. 

[0006] US. Pat. No. 4,020,211 discloses a material laid 
doWn and adhesively secured on a road surface to provide a 
traf?c regulating sign, the material having an upper surface 
exposed to traffic and a plurality of sharp tips projecting 
above the surface for imparting good non-skid properties. 
The material has an upper layer adjacent to the upper 
surface, at least partially embedding hard particles to form 
sharp tips made of a polymeric resin having a high molecular 
cohesion such as a polyamide resin, a polyurethane resin or 
a polyterephthalic resin, With improved Wear resistance, 
non-skid, and high visibility properties. 

[0007] US. Pat. No. 4,063,878 discloses a method for 
imprinting permanent indicia on back-siZed pressure-sensi 
tive adhesive tapes by contacting the tape With a heat 
sublimable dye source material in conjunction With a stencil 
or raised relief-imaged heat-conductive platen, and raising 
the temperature to a point sufficient to vaporiZe the dye, 
Whereupon at least a portion of the dye penetrates through 
the backsiZing to become absorbed in the ?exible tape 
backing. The image contained on the tape is permanent, 
smudge-proof and abrasion-resistant. 

[0008] US. Pat. No. 4,149,320 discloses a measuring tape 
that has a pressure-sensitive adhesive tape With a minimum 
stretchability adapted to be permanently secured onto a 
suitable base, and Which has imprinted thereon at least one 
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numerical scale and a plurality of a spaced series of coded 
indicia for use as templates to position particular structural 
members. 

[0009] US. Pat. No. 4,598,003 discloses an imprintable 
tape and a method for forming and imprinting the tape Which 
includes an opaque ?lm portion formed from polytetra?uo 
roethylene and a layer of material of contrasting color 
laminated to the opaque ?lm so that upon application of 
compressive force to a selected surface portion of the ?lm, 
unique characteristics of the polytetra?uoroethylene in the 
opaque ?lm cause it to become transparent Within the 
selected surface portion and thereby form a contrasting 
indicia or design by the resulting exposure of the underlying 
tape or surface. One embodiment of the tape employs an 
underlying surface to Which the tape is applied for forming 
the contrasting indicia or design exposed by compressing 
part of the tape. In one embodiment a contrasting colored 
surface is formed beneath the opaque ?lm. In another 
embodiment there is an adhesive layer covered by a remov 
able or peelable backing for securing the tape to a surface. 
In another embodiment there is a protective ?lm overlying 
the opaque polytetra?uoroethylene ?lm. 

[0010] US. Pat. No. 5,524,373 discloses ?oor advertise 
ment apparatus used in a cavity formed in the ?oor of a 
building. AloWer holding layer is located and secured in the 
bottom of the cavity. An upper holding layer With an opening 
extending therethrough has a transparent layer secured to 
one side of the upper holding layer. The transparent layer 
and the upper holding layer are located in the cavity. An 
advertising layer is secured to the loWer side of the trans 
parent layer Within the opening for vieWing from above. 
Both of the holding layers may be magnetic material or one 
can be magnetic material and the other metal attracted by 
magnetic lines of force for removably holding the upper 
layer to the loWer layer When the tWo layers are located next 
to each other such that the transparent layer With its adver 
tising layer is removably held in the cavity. In another 
embodiment, a support layer is secured in the cavity. The 
transparent layer has a layer of adhesive material secured to 
its bottom side de?ning an opening Which is covered by the 
transparent layer. The layer of adhesive material has a loWer 
side adapted to be removably secured to the upper side of the 
support layer. An advertising layer can be removably located 
beloW the transparent layer Within the opening or it can be 
secured to the bottom side of the transparent layer With the 
opening such that it can be vieWed from above. 

[0011] US. Pat. No. 6,061,940 discloses a marker and 
method for use on roads for locating underground utilities 
utiliZing a ?exible tile constructed of front and backing 
layers of fused plastic having openings for receiving screWs 
extending into corresponding holes drilled in the road sur 
face for holding the tile While an adhesive backing sets and 
for assuring affixation thereafter. Suitable symbols are 
formed into the tile by grinding aWay the front layer. All the 
components may be provided in a package utiliZing a box or 
other container. 

[0012] US. Pat. No. 3,399,607 discloses a marked road 
With a roadWay surface for vehicles; a ?rst strip of road 
marking tape having relatively loW non-skid properties and 
high light re?ectivity joined to the upper face of the roadWay 
surface; and another strip formed of a material having 
non-skid properties and a lesser light re?ectivity than the 
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?rst strip of road marking tape and having a lesser Width 
than the ?rst strip extending in longitudinal direction and 
adhered to the ?rst strip equally spaced from its lateral edges 
so as to provide together With the ?rst strip a composite 
surface formed of tWo spaced edge portions of the ?rst strip 
of road marking tape having relatively loW non-skid prop 
erties and high light re?ectivity and of the other strip 
forming a center portion having non-skid properties and a 
lesser light re?ectivity interposed betWeen tWo spaced edge 
portions of said ?rst strip. In one aspect the portions having 
non-skid properties are arranged in a roW of spaced elements 
equally spaced from the lateral edges of the ?rst strip. 

[0013] There has long been a need, recogniZed by the 
present inventor, for a parking area signage system that 
promotes customer relations and enhances customer aWare 
ness of a business entity adjacent a pedestrian WalkWay, 
traf?c area or parking area. There has long been a need, 
recogniZed by the present inventor, for such a system With 
interactive features so that a consumer may communicate in 
real time With a person (or other entity or system) on site at 
a business entity adjacent such an area or remote therefrom. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

[0014] The present invention, in certain embodiments, a 
system for presenting information at a traf?c area, the traf?c 
area having visually-identi?able structure, e. g. structure, eg 
curbing, speed bump(s), and/or barriers the system including 
a traf?c area; curbing, etc. at the traf?c area, the curbing, etc. 
having visually-identi?able structure, information presenta 
tion apparatus in the curbing, etc.; the information presen 
tation apparatus visually vieWable by an occupant of a 
vehicle adjacent the curbing, etc.; the information presen 
tation apparatus including at least one display apparatus in 
or on the curbing, etc. for presenting information to a person 
at the traffic area, and, in one aspect, the at least one display 
apparatus is a projection apparatus. 

[0015] The present invention, in certain embodiments, 
discloses a system for presenting information at a traf?c 
structure, the traf?c structure including pavement, the sys 
tem having: information presentation apparatus located at 
the traf?c structure, the information presentation apparatus 
visually vieWable by a person in a vehicle adjacent the 
information presentation apparatus; Wherein the information 
presentation apparatus includes tape applied to the traf?c 
structure for presenting information to a person at the traf?c 
structure, the tape bearing information; Wherein the traf?c 
structure is from the group including parking area, roadWay, 
mall WalkWay, speed bump, barrier, or crossWalk; the tape 
having a multi-layer tape With a protective clear layer; and 
optionally, interaction apparatus as described herein. 

[0016] The present invention, in certain embodiments, 
discloses a signage system in and/or on ?ooring or pavement 
that includes identifying indicia for one or more entities. 
These indicia include, but are not limited to, the entity’s 
name; the entity’s logo; internet Website address; service 
marks; trade names; brand messages; and/or trademark(s); a 
phone number for the entity; information on the entity’s 
location With respect to the ?ooring or pavement and direc 
tions (verbal and/or directional arroWs) regarding hoW to get 
from a particular space or area to the location of the entity; 
a radio setting to receiving information about the entity; a 
phone number for management and/or security personnel; a 
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phone number for an escort from the area to the entity; and 
information regarding distance from a particular area loca 
tion, (e.g., from a particular space) to an entity. 

[0017] The present invention, in certain embodiments, 
provides in or on ?ooring or pavement an interaction appa 
ratus and/or medium at a particular location and/or at a 
particular space Which permits a person to activate the 
apparatus, eg by touch, by voice, by sound (e.g. vehicle 
horn) by light sensor apparatus, by stepping on (or driving 
a vehicle onto) a push-pad, button, or embedded structure or 
structures, including 1. hearing and/or seeing pre-recorded 
messages (sound and/or video) about locations, directions, 
time of operation, etc., and/or by sensing a vehicle that has 
occupied an area, a pavement area, part of a roadWay or 
parking space; and/or 2. speaking in real time directly to a 
person or persons (remotely located, nearby, or on site) With 
requested information and/or person(s) actually on site at a 
business or entity, in one aspect an entity adjacent the 
location. 

[0018] For various systems and methods as described 
herein a parking space, sideWalk, roadWay, pavement, 
pedestrian WalkWay, crossWalk or traffic area may be marked 
or identi?ed With any suitable knoWn material, apparatus, 
object, system or method. In certain aspects according to the 
present invention images (Wording, symbols, ads, ad mes 
sages, logos, product names, brand names, trade names, 
company names) are made (printed, silk-screened, trans 
ferred, digitally transferred on traf?c marking tape, painted 
on a substrate, painted on a printed substrate, etc.) on a traf?c 
marking tape substrate. The images may be arranged in 
series end-to-end and/or side-by-side on the tape in either 
repeating, random or patterned series. The tape may be any 
Width, including, but not limited to, the typical knoWn 
Widths for traf?c marking tape: three inches, four inches; 
betWeen ?ve and eleven inches; one foot to three feet; and 
a colored border e.g. but not limited to a White or yelloW 
border, may be used on any of the tape. One or more 
protective layers or laminates may be applied over the layer 
With images. In one aspect such a layer or layers may include 
re?ective material. Alternatively, the ads, etc. are simply 
painted on the parking areas by hand or With printing 
machines or apparatuses, e.g., but not limited to, inkjet 
printing apparatuses. 

[0019] Signage according to the present invention for 
sideWalks, ?ooring, curbs, speed bumps, pedestrian areas or 
vehicle areas, pavement, WalkWays or roadWays may 
include electrical ?at screens, video screening or panels, 
projection systems either in front of or behind a piece of 
plastic screen, or panel and/or above pavement, and back-lit 
screens, pieces of plastic, or panels and/or electronic video 
monitors or panel displays. Such screens or panels may be 
embedded in or attached on ?ooring, pavement, curbs, speed 
bumps, or roadWays. Screens and/or panels on roadWays 
may be of suf?cient siZe to be vieWable from a moving 
vehicle and multiple screens and/or panels may, according to 
the present invention, be sufficiently spaced-apart so that 
each screen or panel is vieWable individually; or, in one 
aspect, an entire area, eg a crossWalk or a parking lot may 
be on one large video or static display or image or screen. 
Such screens and/or panels may also be used to provide 
markers and landmarks for vieWing from above the roadWay 
(eg from a plane or helicopter). Selectively operable sWitch 
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apparatus may be provided so that a person may turn on or 
off light apparatus and/or projection apparatus associated 
With a screen or panel. 

[0020] In one aspect curbs, speed bumps, crossWalks, 
roadWays, and parking lots are marked and/or lined With 
molded plastic material, eg but not limited to LeXanTM 
material Which may have active or passive lighting behind it 
and/or projection apparatus behind it and/or in front of it. 

[0021] In one aspect according to the present invention a 
camera is embedded in pavement etc. and a person at that 
location may be vieWed by a person remote from the 
pavement, etc. Embedded screens and/or panels according to 
the present invention may be part of a video system. Traf?c 
area includes, but is not limited to streets, roads, highWays, 
freeWays, gas station ?ll-up areas, driveWays, and airport 
runWays, any or all of Which may be paved. 

[0022] It is, therefore, an object of at least certain pre 
ferred embodiments of the present invention to provide: 

[0023] NeW, useful, unique, ef?cient, nonobvious traf?c 
area information systems and/or signage systems and meth 
ods for providing information on or adjacent pavement, 
?ooring, crossWalks, sidewalks, parking areas and road 
Ways. 

[0024] Certain embodiments of this invention are not 
limited to any particular individual feature disclosed here, 
but include combinations of them distinguished from the 
prior art in their structures and functions. Features of the 
invention have been broadly described so that the detailed 
descriptions that folloW may be better understood, and in 
order that the contributions of this invention to the arts may 
be better appreciated. There are, of course, additional 
aspects of the invention described beloW and Which may be 
included in the subject matter of the claims to this invention. 
Those skilled in the art Who have the bene?t of this inven 
tion, its teachings, and suggestions Will appreciate that the 
conceptions of this disclosure may be used as a creative 
basis for designing other structures, methods and systems 
for carrying out and practicing the present invention. The 
claims of this invention are to be read to include any legally 
equivalent devices or methods Which do not depart from the 
spirit and scope of the present invention. 

[0025] The present invention recogniZes and addresses the 
previously-mentioned problems and long-felt needs and 
provides a solution to those problems and a satisfactory 
meeting of those needs in its various possible embodiments 
and equivalents thereof. To one skilled in this art Who has the 
bene?ts of this invention’s realiZations, teachings, disclo 
sures, and suggestions, other purposes and advantages Will 
be appreciated from the folloWing description of preferred 
embodiments, given for the purpose of disclosure, When 
taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. The 
detail in these descriptions is not intended to thWart this 
patent’s object to claim this invention no matter hoW others 
may later disguise it by variations in form or additions of 
further improvements. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0026] A more particular description of embodiments of 
the invention brie?y summariZed above may be had by 
references to the embodiments Which are shoWn in the 
draWings Which form a part of this speci?cation. These 
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draWings illustrate certain preferred embodiments and are 
not to be used to improperly limit the scope of the invention 
Which may have other equally effective or legally equivalent 
embodiments. 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a top schematic vieW of one parking lot 
signage system according to the present invention. 

[0028] FIG. 2 is a top schematic vieW of a parking lot 
signage system according to the present invention. 

[0029] FIGS. 3 and 4 are side cross-section vieWs of a 
curb signage system systems according to the present inven 
tion. 

[0030] FIG. 5 is a top schematic vieW of crossWalk 
signage systems according to the present invention. 

[0031] FIG. 6 is a top schematic vieW of roadWay signage 
systems according to the present invention. 

[0032] FIG. 7 side cross-section vieW of a signage system 
according to the present invention. 

[0033] FIG. 8 is a top schematic vieW of sideWalk signage 
systems according to the present invention. 

[0034] FIG. 9 is a side cross-section vieW of signage tape 
for use in systems according to the present invention. 

[0035] FIG. 10 is a side cross-section vieW of signage 
apparatus useful in systems according to the present inven 
tion. 

[0036] FIG. 11A is a top schematic vieW of a speed bump 
or curb according to the present invention. 

[0037] FIG. 11B is a cross-section vieW of the speed bump 
or curb of FIG. 11A. 

[0038] FIG. 12 is a side schematic of a system according 
to the present invention. 

[0039] FIG. 13 is a side schematic of a system according 
to the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
PREFERRED AT THE TIME OF FILING FOR 

THIS PATENT 

[0040] FIG. 1 shoWs a parking (or garage) lot signage 
system 10 according to the present invention Which has a 
plurality of parking space lines 12 and a middle main line 14 
(such lines may be “boundary markers”). It is to be under 
stood that it is Within the scope of this invention to have any 
desired number of space lines 12 and main lines 14 and that 
only part of or all of a parking lot may have such lines. 

[0041] Various logos and information is on the space lines 
12 and main lines 14. It is Within the scope of this invention 
to present this information on tape that is applied to pave 
ment, by painting the information onto the lines, by using 
clear plastic pieces or panels With information thereon or 
therein, printed plastic pieces With printed information 
thereon, by embedding information-bearing panels or 
plaques, or by etching it into existing lines and/or pavement. 

[0042] The lines may present any desired information, 
including but not limited to, a security/help phone number, 
“Security 1911”; notice of a sale, “Sale at grsd co.”; com 
pany identi?er and/or logo, “ABC Ltd. @ Says Hi”; direc 
tions to a nearby location, “Enter Here—Go Left”; a radio 
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frequency to tune into for information, “Tune to 1240 AM”; 
company identi?er or trade name, “See Us—XXX Co.”; 
and/or a general directory or information phone number, 
“Call 123-4567-890 for Mall Directory H” This information 
may also be presented by any screen, panel and/or lighting 
system described herein. Images, logos, and/or messages 
and/or a combination thereof can, according to the present 
invention, be presented to generate advertising revenue; and 
they can also be used to present community services avail 
able to those Who vieW them. Such information may also be 
presented by and/or in any system disclosed herein accord 
ing to the present invention, including but not limited to, 
those of FIGS. 2-10. 

[0043] FIG. 2 shoWs a system 20 according to the present 
invention Which has one, more than one, or all the informa 
tion presentation systems 21-24 Which are shoWn in a 
parking area With lines 25 but Which may be embedded in or 
adhered onto any pavement, parking lot, garage, roadWay, 
stairWay, ?oor, curb, or sidewalk; and such presentation 
systems may be used in any system as disclosed in FIG. 1 
and FIGS. 3-13. Presentation system 21 includes an elec 
tronic screen 21a vieWable by a person in a vehicle nearby 
or by a person Who has eXited from a vehicle. The screen 
may constantly present a single image or single set of 
information or it may have associated apparatuses and 
devices for presenting different and/or moving images. 
Optionally, the presentation system 21 (and, according to the 
present invention, any component of any system or embodi 
ment according to the present invention) may be activatable 
by a remote control device 21b. The system can be pro 
grammed so that only certain remote control devices Will 
activate the presentation system 21 or, alternatively, so that 
any remote control device, including, but not limited to any 
or all garage door opener remote control devices, Will 
selectively activate the presentation system 21. Such a 
remote control device may be used With any interaction 
apparatus disclosed herein. 

[0044] Presentation system 22 is a back-lit transparent or 
translucent panel (or such onto Which an image is projected 
by projection apparatus) Which may have on it any logo, 
name, information, etc. disclosed herein. Optionally (and as 
is true for any electronic or electrically poWered screen, 
panel or apparatus used in any system according to the 
present invention) a solar poWer collector/generator device 
29 may be connected to the presentation system 22 to 
provide electrical poWer to the systems and/or to its lighting 
apparatus. 

[0045] Presentation system 23 includes a system With a 
video screen Which can play any desired video and is 
vieWable by persons nearby. 

[0046] Presentation system 24 has audio output apparatus 
26, electronic screen apparatus 27, and interaction apparatus 
28. A person can interact With an audio and/or screen 
presentation With the interaction apparatus, e.g., including 
but not limited to, a foot pad, touch pad, keyboard, sound 
sensor, or light sensor. Via such an interaction apparatus 
(Which may be used in any system according to the present 
invention) a person can request any of the types of infor 
mation referred to herein and/or can communicate With a 
database, information provider, and/or personnel regarding 
security, directions, stores, company locations, etc—person 
nel either nearby or remote from the parking (or other) area. 
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Aperson can communicate With the interaction apparatus (as 
is true for personal communication With any apparatus 
herein) via a radio, cell phone, automobile lights, automo 
bile horn, and/or automobile computer system. 

[0047] FIG. 3 shoWs a signage system 30 according to the 
present invention for use in curbing 31. The system 30 has 
a presentation panel (or screen) 32 With associated image 
forming, creating, and/or projection apparatus 33 and poWer 
apparatus 34. The poWer apparatus 34 may be any suitable 
knoWn poWer source, including but not limited to, batteries 
or electrical poWer lines or a solar poWer apparatus. 

[0048] FIG. 4 shoWs a curb signage system 40 according 
to the present invention, for curbing 41 With a presentation 
apparatus 42, poWer apparatus 44, and solar poWer generator 
45 for providing poWer to the poWer apparatus 44 (and any 
system according to the present invention may use such a 
solar poWer generator). 

[0049] FIG. 5 shoWs a crossWalk signage system 50 
according to the present invention Whose various compo 
nents and apparatus may be used in any pavement, etc. 
system according to the present invention. Also any one or 
any combination (except one) of components and/or appa 
ratuses in the system 50 may be deleted. A crossWalk 51 
lined With lines 51a includes advertising, “Eat At Joe’s” and 
a slogan, “Go Longhorns!.” A crossWalk 52 lined With lines 
52a has information on the lines 52a and, optionally, a 
screen (or panel) 52b (as any screen or panel described 
herein, e.g., but not limited to, back-lit and/or With image 
projection apparatus) With interaction apparatus 52c. The 
interaction apparatus may be like that of the system 24 (FIG. 
2) and may be used to secure any information referred to 
herein, and/or to communicate With a person or database or 
information provider near and/or remote from the crossWalk. 

[0050] A crossWalk 53 lined With lines 53a has a plurality 
of screens 53b (or panels) (as any described herein, e.g., but 
not limited to, back-lit, electronic, or With a projector 
apparatus) Within the crossWalk and a screen 53c (or panel) 
(as any described herein) adjacent the crossWalk. 
[0051] A crossWalk 54 lined With lines 54a has direction 
arroWs 54c (taped, painted, on screen, or on panel) Within 
the crossWalk 54 and direction arroWs 54d in or on pavement 
adjacent the crossWalk Which direct a person to a location, 
“Joe’s.” 

[0052] FIG. 6 shoWs a roadWay 61 With a system 60 
according to the present invention Which has a series of 
spaced-apart screens 62 (or panels) (as any described herein, 
e.g., but not limited to, back-lit, electronic, or With a 
projector apparatus) Which are vieWable by a person in a 
vehicle travelling on the roadWay 61 and/or by a person 
adjacent the roadWay 61. In another lane, optionally, may be 
provided, according to the present invention, another series 
of spaced-apart screens 63 (or panels) (as any described 
herein, e.g., but not limited to, back-lit, electronic, or With a 
projector apparatus). In one aspect the images, the screens, 
or the panels are sufficiently spaced-apart that each can be 
vieWed by a person in a moving vehicle. Alternatively, the 
screens or panels are spaced closely together so that a single 
image is apparent to a person in a moving vehicle or their 
spacing is such that static images vieWed sequentially pro 
vide an apparently moving image to the vieWer. 

[0053] FIG. 7 shoWs a variety of Ways according to the 
present invention that a screen or panel (any disclosed 
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herein, e.g., but not limited to, back-lit, electronic, or With a 
projector apparatus) may be placed on, emplaced in or 
embedded in pavement, etc. Pavement 70 has a screen (or 
panel) apparatus 71 adhered on its surface, eg by any 
suitable adhesive. Ascreen (or panel) apparatus 72 is embed 
ded in the pavement 71 With a top vieWing surface 72a 
eXposed. Ascreen (or panel) apparatus 73 has a vieWing area 
73a that projects above the pavement 71 and is at a slight 
angle to facilitate viewing. A screen (or panel) apparatus 74 
is recessed Within the pavement 71 and no part of a vieWing 
surface 74a projects up above the level of the pavement. 

[0054] FIG. 8 shoWs a signage system 80 for use in or on 
sideWalks 81, eg along a roadWay 82 (and a system 80 or 
some or all of its components may according to the present 
invention, be used in any pavement, etc.). The system 80 has 
a screen (or panel) 83 like any screen or panel disclosed 
herein for conveying information, etc. Screen or panel 84 
has interaction apparatus 89 (like any disclosed herein) for 
person-to-person or person-to-database (information pro 
vider, Web site, etc.) interaction. Advertising, etc. is provided 
on screen or panel 85 and screens or panels 86 serve as 

direction indicators, e.g. directing a person to a location 87. 

[0055] FIG. 9 shoWs a multi-component tape 90 Which 
includes a substrate 91 over Which is placed (Which may be 
laminated or glued to the substrate) a logo-bearing or 
information bearing tape layer 92 (in one particular aspect, 
With information printed thereon). Optionally a protective 
clear layer 93 may be applied to and/or laminated onto the 
layer 92. Such tape 90 may be used in any system disclosed 
herein to mark areas and/or to provide information. The tape 
may also be back-lit With any lighting apparatus or device 
disclosed or referred to herein. 

[0056] FIG. 10 shoWs a system 100 according to the 
present invention Which includes one or more screens (or 
panels) 102 (as any screen or panel disclosed herein, e. g., but 
not limited to, electronic, back-lit, and/or With projector 
apparatus) Which have associated communication apparatus 
104 for communication With a remote communication sys 
tem 106 (e.g., but not limited to, the Internet) and/or for 
communication either directly or via the system 106 With a 
remote system 108. The remote system 108 may control the 
screens 102 and/or be accessed from the location of the 
screens 102 for interaction With a person at the location. 
Such connections and communications, and such systems 
(like the systems 106 and/or 108) may be used With any 
system according to the present invention. A camera 110 
may be mounted adjacent any screen, panel, or part of the 
system 100, above, in, or on any such part, including, but not 
limited to, in pavement, on pavement, in a panel, in a screen, 
or on a support structure such as support 111. The camera 
110 may be any knoWn still or video camera, mechanical 
and/or digital and, in one aspect, it is linked electronically to 
the remote system 108 (dotted line, FIG. 10, betWeen 
camera 110 and remote system 108). This camera may be 
used, inter alia, for surveillance and/or for vieWing a person 
or vehicle near the system 100. Any system or embodiment 
of the present invention may include a camera 110 in any or 
all of its aspects. 

[0057] FIGS. 11A and 11B shoW a system 120 Which 
includes a speed bump 122 (or Which may be curbing 122 or 
a traffic barrier 122 or a safety barrier 122) Which has a body 
124 With a vieW area 126. Aprojector apparatus 128 behind 
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the vieW area 126 and Within the body 124 projects infor 
mation onto the vieW area 126 (any information described 
above). The vieW area 126 may be a clear piece of glass or 
plastic or a lens. Alternatively the vieW area 126 may be a 
screen or panel Which permits the projected information to 
be vieWed by a person adjacent the speed bump 122. The 
projector apparatus 128 may be as any projector apparatus 
disclosed herein. The body 124 may be any desirable height 
and may have any knoWn cross-section for a curb, a barrier, 
or a speed bump. Alternatively the projector apparatus is a 
light source and light from such a source provides both a 
light Which can be seen by a person in a vehicle and light for 
the area around the speed bump. 

[0058] FIG. 12 illustrates a system 130 With a traffic area 
132 (but not limited to, parking area, crossWalk, mall 
WalkWay and roadWay, as is the case for any traffic area 
disclosed herein) Which has pavement 134 With a display 
136 Within the pavement 134. The display 136 is visually 
vieWable by a person above and adjacent the display 136 
(eg a pedestrian or a person in a vehicle). A projection 
apparatus 140 beneath the pavement 134 projects informa 
tion 138 onto the display 136. 

[0059] Communication apparatus 142 connected to the 
projection apparatus 140 can be accessed and operated 
remotely to activate the projection apparatus 140 and/or to 
change the information being presented, eg to go through 
a sequential presentation of information or to respond in 
response to a speci?c query. 

[0060] The communication apparatus 140 may have audio 
sensor(s) 144 for activation by a sound source, eg a horn 
152 of a vehicle 150. The communication apparatus 142 
may have sensor(s) and associated apparatus 146 for receiv 
ing a Wireless command, e.g., but not limited to, using a 
vehicle antenna 159, from a vehicle computer 154 and/or 
from a person’s 156 cell phone 158 (of course the person 
156 may be in the vehicle 150 as shoWn or may be outside 

the vehicle). 
[0061] The display 136 may be any desired siZe, e.g., but 
not limited to, about 120, 1000, 12000, or 100,000 square 
inches in surface area. Any system or apparatus herein 
according to the present invention may have a communica 
tion apparatus 140 and any of its sensor(s). 

[0062] FIG. 13 shoWs a system 160 With a vehicle 150 
(like the vehicle 150, FIG. 12). The system 160 includes a 
traffic area 162 (eg like the traffic area 132 described 
above) With a projection apparatus 170 (like the projection 
apparatus 140 described above) above ground. The projec 
tion apparatus 170 projects information 172 onto a screen or 
panel 174 Which is visually vieWable by a person at the 
traffic area 162 and/or by a person 156 in the vehicle 150. 
Optionally, one or more speakers 176 are provided to supply 
information to a person at the traffic area or to the person 
156. Optionally, or alternatively, a projection apparatus 180 
projects information doWn onto the traffic area 162. 

[0063] The projection apparatus 170, the projection appa 
ratus 180, and/or the speaker(s) 176 may be accessed and/or 
activated With any system, device, or apparatus using any 
sensor(s) disclosed herein. Either apparatus 170 or 180 may 
have a communication apparatus 142, audio sensor(s) 144, 
and/or sensor(s) 146 as described above. 

[0064] Any projection apparatus in any embodiment 
herein according to the present invention may present a 
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single static image; a series of images in sequence; and/or a 
moving image or images. Any “pavement” herein may be 
any suitable known paving substance or material, including, 
but not limited to concrete, terraZZo, tile, asphalt or mac 
adam Wherever located, e.g., but not limited to, at a parking 
area, roadWay, mall WalkWay, or crossWalk. 

[0065] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a signage system 
for a traffic area, the traffic area With visually-identi?able 
markers, the signage system including sign apparatus at one, 
some or all of the markers, the sign apparatus visually 
vieWable by a person or an occupant of a vehicle adjacent 
the markers. Such a system may have one or some (in any 
possible combination) of the folloWing: Wherein the sign 
apparatus is Within the marker(s); Wherein the sign apparatus 
includes signage from the group consisting of logo, trade 
mark, service mark, trade name, brand message, phone 
number, symbols, advertising, internet Website address, geo 
graphic directions, and radio station setting; interaction 
apparatus at the parking area for providing communication 
betWeen a person at the traffic area and an entity remote from 
the traffic area; remote control apparatus for selectively 
activating the interaction apparatus; Wherein the interaction 
apparatus is electrically poWered and the signage system 
also includes solar poWer apparatus for providing electrical 
poWer to the interaction apparatus; Wherein the entity is 
from the group consisting of a live person, a business, a 
database, security personnel, and a message playback sys 
tem; Wherein the traffic area is a parking lot, a roadWay, a 
crossWalk, or a ?ooring area; Wherein the sign apparatus 
includes traf?c marking tape Which has thereon or therein 
information indicia; Wherein the traffic area includes pave 
ment and the sign apparatus is applied to the pavement; 
Wherein the sign apparatus includes at least one electronic 
display apparatus for presenting information to a person at 
the traffic area; Wherein the at least one electronic display 
apparatus is from the group consisting of screen, panel, ?at 
screen, back-lit panel, back-lit screen, and video monitor; 
sWitch apparatus interconnected With the at least one elec 
tronic display for selective activation of the at least one 
electronic display; remote control apparatus for selectively 
activating the at least one electronic display; Wherein the at 
least one electronic display presents a static image; Wherein 
the at least one electronic display presents a series of images 
presented sequentially; Wherein the at least one electronic 
display presents a series of moving images; Wherein the at 
least one electronic display is electrically poWered and the 
signage system includes solar poWer apparatus for providing 
electrical poWer to the at least one electronic display; 
Wherein the markers include at least one curb; and/or camera 
apparatus at the traffic area. 

[0066] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a signage system 
for a traffic area, the traffic area With visually-identi?able 
markers, the signage system With sign apparatus at the 
markers, the sign apparatus visually vieWable by a person 
adjacent the markers, interaction apparatus at the parking 
area for providing communication betWeen a vehicle occu 
pant at the traffic area and an entity remote from the traffic 
area, Wherein the entity is from the group consisting of a live 
person, a business, a database, security personnel, and a 
message playback system, Wherein the traffic area is from 
the group consisting of parking lot, pavement, roadWay, and 
crossWalk, Wherein the traffic area includes pavement and 
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the sign apparatus is applied to the pavement, Wherein the 
sign apparatus includes at least one electronic display appa 
ratus for presenting information to a person at the traffic 
area, and Wherein the at least one electronic display appa 
ratus is from the group consisting of screen, panel, ?at 
screen, projection apparatus, back-lit panel, back-lit screen, 
and video monitor. 

[0067] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a system for 
presenting information at a traffic area, the traffic area 
having visually-identi?able curbing, the system including a 
traffic area; curbing at the traffic area, the curbing compris 
ing visually-identi?able curbing; information presentation 
means in the curbing; the information presentation means 
visually vieWable by an occupant of a vehicle adjacent the 
curbing; the information presentation means including at 
least one display apparatus in the curbing for presenting 
information to a person at the traffic area; and the at least one 
display apparatus is a projection apparatus. Such a system 
may have one or some (in any possible combination) of the 
folloWing: Wherein the projection apparatus is Within the 
curbing; Wherein the projection apparatus is outside the 
curbing; Wherein the information presentation means pre 
sents information from the group consisting of logo, trade 
mark, service mark, trade name, brand message, phone 
number, symbols, advertising, internet Website address, geo 
graphic directions, and radio station setting; Wherein the 
information presentation means is electrically poWered and 
the system further includes solar poWer means for providing 
electrical poWer to the information presentation means; 
Wherein the traffic area is from the group consisting of 
parking area, roadWay, mall WalkWay, crossWalk; sWitch 
apparatus interconnected With the at least one display for 
selective activation of the at least one display; remote 
control apparatus for selectively activating the at least one 
display; Wherein the at least one display presents a static 
image; and/or Wherein the at least one electronic display 
presents a series of images presented sequentially. 

[0068] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a signage system 
for a traffic area, the traffic area having visually-identi?able 
boundary markers, the signage system including sign means 
at the boundary markers; the sign means visually vieWable 
by a person adjacent the boundary markers; Wherein the 
traffic area is from the group consisting of parking lot, 
roadWay, mall WalkWay and crossWalk; Wherein the traffic 
area includes pavement and the sign means is in or on the 
pavement; Wherein the sign means includes at least one 
electronic display apparatus for presenting information to a 
person at the traffic area, and Wherein the at least one 
electronic display apparatus is from the group consisting of 
screen, panel, projection apparatus, ?at screen, back-lit 
panel, back-lit screen, and video monitor. Such a system 
may have one or some (in any possible combination) of the 
folloWing: Wherein the sign means includes traf?c marking 
tape Which has thereon or therein information indicia; inter 
action apparatus at the parking area for providing commu 
nication betWeen a vehicle occupant at the traffic area and an 
entity remote from the traffic area, Wherein the entity is from 
the group consisting of a live person, a business, a database, 
security personnel, and a message playback system; and/or 
Wherein the at least one electronic display is electrically 
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powered and the signage system has solar power means for 
providing electrical power to the at least one electronic 
display. 

[0069] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a system for 
presenting information at a traf?c area, the system including 
information presentation means located at the traf?c area, 
the information presentation means visually viewable by a 
person in a vehicle adjacent the information presentation 
means; interaction apparatus at the traf?c area for a person 
in a vehicle to interact with an entity to gain information 
from the information presentation apparatus; wherein the 
information presentation means includes at least one display 
apparatus for presenting information to a person at the traf?c 
area from the group consisting of screen, panel, ?at screen, 
back-lit panel, back-lit screen, projection apparatus, and 
video monitor; wherein the entity is from the group con 
sisting of a live person, a business, a database, security 
personnel, and a message playback system; and wherein the 
traf?c area is from the group consisting of parking area, 
roadway, mall walkway, crosswalk. Such a system may have 
one or some (in any possible combination) of the following: 
switch apparatus interconnected with the at least one display 
for selective activation of the at least one display; remote 
control apparatus for selectively activating the at least one 
display; and/or wherein the at least one display presents a 
static image or a series of images or, alternatively, both. 

[0070] The present invention, therefore, provides in cer 
tain, but not necessarily all, embodiments a system for 
presenting information at a traf?c structure, the traffic struc 
ture including pavement, the system including: information 
presentation means located at the traf?c structure, the infor 
mation presentation means visually viewable by a person in 
a vehicle adjacent the information presentation means; 
wherein the information presentation means includes tape 
applied to the traffic structure for presenting information to 
a person at the traf?c structure, the tape bearing information; 
wherein the traffic structure is from the group including 
parking area, roadway, mall walkway, speed bump, barrier, 
or crosswalk; the tape comprising a multi-layer tape with a 
protective clear layer; and, optionally, interaction apparatus 
and/or optionally, display apparatus as disclosed herein 
according to the present invention. 

[0071] In conclusion, therefore, it is seen that the present 
invention and the embodiments disclosed herein and those 
covered by the appended claims are well adapted to carry out 
the objectives and obtain the ends set forth. Certain changes 
can be made in the subject matter without departing from the 
spirit and the scope of this invention. It is realiZed that 
changes are possible within the scope of this invention and 
it is further intended that each element or step recited in any 
of the following claims is to be understood as referring to all 
equivalent elements or steps. The following claims are 
intended to cover the invention as broadly as legally possible 
in whatever form it may be utiliZed. The invention claimed 
herein is new and novel in accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 102 
and satis?es the conditions for patentability in § 102. The 
invention claimed herein is not obvious in accordance with 
35 U.S.C. § 103 and satis?es the conditions for patentability 
in § 103. This speci?cation and the claims that follow are in 
accordance with all of the requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112. 
The inventor may rely on the Doctrine of Equivalents to 
determine and assess the scope of their invention and of the 
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claims that follow as they may pertain to apparatus not 
materially departing from, but outside of, the literal scope of 
the invention as set forth in the following claims. Any patent 
or patent application referred to herein is incorporated fully 
herein for all purposes. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Asystem for presenting information at a traf?c area, the 

traffic area having visually-identi?able curbing, the system 
comprising 

a traf?c area, 

curbing at the traf?c area, the curbing comprising visu 
ally-identi?able curbing, 

information presentation means in the curbing, 

the information presentation means visually viewable by 
an occupant of a vehicle adjacent the curbing, 

the information presentation means including at least one 
display apparatus in the curbing for presenting infor 
mation to a person at the traf?c area, and 

the at least one display apparatus is a projection apparatus. 
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the projection apparatus 

is within the curbing. 
3. The system of claim 1 wherein the projection apparatus 

is outside the curbing. 
4. The system of claim 1 wherein the information pre 

sentation means presents information from the group con 
sisting of logo, trademark, service mark, trade name, brand 
message, phone number, symbols, advertising, internet web 
site address, geographic directions, and radio station setting. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the information pre 
sentation means is electrically powered and the system 
further comprises 

solar power means for providing electrical power to the 
information presentation means. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the traf?c area is from 
the group consisting of parking area, roadway, mall walk 
way, crosswalk. 

7. The system of claim 6 further comprising 

switch apparatus interconnected with the at least one 
display for selective activation of the at least one 
display. 

8. The system of claim 6 further comprising 

remote control apparatus for selectively activating the at 
least one display. 

9. The system of claim 6 wherein the at least one display 
presents a static image. 

10. The system of claim 6 wherein the at least one 
electronic display presents a series of images presented 
sequentially. 

11. A signage system for a traf?c area, the traf?c area 
comprising visually-identi?able boundary markers, the sig 
nage system comprising 

sign means at the boundary markers, 

the sign means visually viewable by a person adjacent the 
boundary markers, 

wherein the traffic area is from the group consisting of 
parking lot, roadway, mall walkway and crosswalk, 
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wherein the traffic area includes pavement and the sign 
means is in or on the pavement, 

Wherein the sign means includes at least one electronic 
display apparatus for presenting information to a per 
son at the traffic area, and Wherein the at least one 
electronic display apparatus is from the group consist 
ing of screen, panel, projection apparatus, ?at screen, 
back-lit panel, back-lit screen, and video monitor. 

12. The signage system of claim 11 Wherein the sign 
means includes traf?c marking tape Which has thereon or 
therein information indicia. 

13. The signage system of claim 11 further comprising 

interaction apparatus at the parking area for providing 
communication betWeen a vehicle occupant at the 
traffic area and an entity remote from the traffic area, 

Wherein the entity is from the group consisting of a live 
person, a business, a database, security personnel, and 
a message playback system. 

14. The signage system of claim 11 Wherein the at least 
one electronic display is electrically poWered and the sig 
nage system further comprises 

solar poWer means for providing electrical poWer to the at 
least one electronic display. 

15. A system for presenting information at a traffic area, 
the system comprising 

information presentation means located at the traffic area, 
the information presentation means visually vieWable 
by a person in a vehicle adjacent the information 
presentation means, 

interaction apparatus at the traffic area for a person in a 
vehicle to interact With an entity to gain information 
from the information presentation apparatus, 

Wherein the information presentation means includes at 
least one display apparatus for presenting information 
to a person at the traffic area from the group consisting 
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of screen, panel, ?at screen, back-lit panel, back-lit 
screen, projection apparatus, and video monitor, 

Wherein the entity is from the group consisting of a live 
person, a business, a database, security personnel, and 
a message playback system, 

Wherein the traffic area is from the group consisting of 
parking area, roadWay, mall WalkWay, crossWalk. 

16. The system of claim 15 further comprising 

sWitch apparatus interconnected With the at least one 
display for selective activation of the at least one 
display. 

17. The system of claim 15 further comprising 

remote control apparatus for selectively activating the at 
least one display. 

18. The system of claim 15 Wherein the at least one 
display presents a static image. 

19. The system of claim 15 Wherein the at least one 
display presents a series of images presented sequentially. 

20. Asystem for presenting information at a traffic struc 
ture, the traffic structure including pavement, the system 
comprising 

information presentation means located at the traffic struc 
ture, the information presentation means visually vieW 
able by a person in a vehicle adjacent the information 
presentation means, 

Wherein the information presentation means includes tape 
applied to the traffic structure for presenting informa 
tion to a person at the traffic structure, the tape bearing 
information, 

Wherein the traffic structure is from the group including 
parking area, roadWay, mall WalkWay, speed bump, 
barrier, or crossWalk, 

the tape comprising a multi-layer tape With a protective 
clear layer. 


